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Schmartboard would like to nudge you to publish your next Schmartboard Project
online to share with the world. What do we mean by nudge? How about free
Schmartboards to build the project with and $100 when completed?
Fill out this form be as detailed as you can. If we give you the go ahead we will need
you to supply a schematic and Bill of Materials (with Schmartboards listed). We will
send you the Schmartboards to build your project. When finished with the project,
we will need you to supply a write up with details, and instructions, photos,
schematic, Bill of Materials, video and code (if applicable). We will then send you
$100 via Paypal. Once you have successfully completed one project, you will almost
automatically be approved for your next.
We may accept a project that is simple to advance. Brownie points if it uses our
development boards such as Parallax, PSOC, PIC or T.I. The Bill of Materials portion
that is supplied by Schmartboard can include any Schmartboard prototyping board,
development board, jumpers and headers. You supply anything else (Components,
hardware, battery, etc.).
Schmartboard will publish and promote your circuit. You have the right to do the
same. In some instances, Schmartboard may offer to work with you to turn the
project into a product and profit share with you. By accepting receipt of payment
you give Schmartboard to promote and publish your circuit, your name and all
related documents.

February Special - The perfect Jumper/Header
Combo!
Buy our super versatile daisy chained jumpers
at 20% off and we will send you a pack of our
most popular headers to go with it for free.
The headers are extra-long on both sides
which make them perfect for prototyping.
These super versatile daisy chained jumpers
are perfect for jumping multiple circuit points
such as power or ground. If you want a clean
circuit, whether on a Schmartboard or
breadboard, this is a perfect combination. As
with all Schmartboard Jumpers, we do not
skimp on the quality. Schmartboard's jumpers
are of a higher quality those you will buy from
some other popular sites. Don't take our word
for it. See for yourself and you will be a believer, but act now, February is a short
month! More Information.

To those of you who have been in a deep freeze
this winter, Professor Schmart says: Stay strong
and safe. Spring will soon be here.

Contact: info@schmartboard.com

Important SchmartLinks
for you to bookmark:
SchmartBoard, Inc.
SchmartBoard Distributors
SchmartBoard in the Press
SchmartBoard Parts Index
Are You New To Electronics?
Help Us Design Our Next Product

A personal note to our
valued customers
As a small but innovative company, we rely on
our happy customers to tell their friends and
colleagues about Schmartboard. The best place
to direct them is to receive a
free demo board and chip.
Additionally, we invite you to subscribe to any
of our social media sites. If you choose to leave a
kind word in the comments section, we would
most appreciate it!

Lastly, Schmartboard started originally as an
engineering services provider. We still offer
PCB Design, fab, assembly, and other services.
Please consider getting a quote from us for
your next project. We are good at what we do
and priced aggressively.
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